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Abstract—In this paper, we present GASG21 (Grassmannian
Adaptive Stochastic Gradient for L2,1 norm minimization), an
adaptive stochastic gradient algorithm to robustly recover the
low-rank subspace from a large matrix. In the presence of
column outliers, we reformulate the batch mode matrix L2,1
norm minimization with rank constraint problem as a stochastic
optimization approach constrained on Grassmann manifold. For
each observed data vector, the low-rank subspace S is updated
by taking a gradient step along the geodesic of Grassmannian.
In order to accelerate the convergence rate of the stochastic
gradient method, we choose to adaptively tune the constant
step-size by leveraging the consecutive gradients. Furthermore,
we demonstrate that with proper initialization, the K-subspaces
extension, K-GASG21, can robustly cluster a large number of
corrupted data vectors into a union of subspaces. Numerical
experiments on synthetic and real data demonstrate the efficiency
and accuracy of the proposed algorithms even with heavy column
outliers corruption.
Index Terms—Grassmannian optimization, stochastic gradient
descent, robust subspace learning, subspace clustering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-rank subspaces have long been a powerful tool in data
modeling and analysis. Applications in communications [1],
source localization and target tracking in radar and sonar [2],
medical imaging [3], and face recognition [4] all leverage
subspace models in order to recover the signal of interest and
reject noise. Moreover it is usually natural to model data lying
on a union of subspaces to explore the intrinsic structure of the
dataset. For example, a video sequence could contain several
moving objects and for those objects different subspaces might
be used to describe their motion [5]. However from the many
reasons of instrumental failures, environmental effects, and
human factors, people are always facing the incompletely
measured high-dimensional vectors, or even the observations
are seriously corrupted by outliers, which pose great chal-
lenges on the traditional subspace methods. It is well-known
that the current de facto subspace learning method, principal
component analysis (PCA), is extremely sensitive to outliers:
even a single but severe outlier may degrade the effectiveness
of the model [6].
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On the other hand, with the explosion of online social
network and the emergence of Internet of Things [7], we are
seeing databases grow at unprecedented rates. This kind of
data deluge, the so called big data, also poses great challenge
to modern data analysis [8]. Conventional subspace methods
and many recent proposed robust subspace approaches all
operate in batch mode, which requires all the available data has
to be stored then leads to increased memory requirements and
high computational complexity. The majority of algorithms use
SVD (singular value decomposition) computations to perform
Robust PCA, for example [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. The SVD
is too slow and can not scale to the massive volume of data.
For big data optimization, randomization provides a promising
alternative to scale extraordinary well on very large dataset,
especially, a popular and practical approach is stochastic
gradient method which only randomly operates a data point
with the approximate gradient at each iteration [14]. As a
sequel, the stochastic gradient methods have been adopted and
well incorporated into the popular big data machine learning
libraries, such as MLib in Apache Spark [15] and Apache
Mahout [16].
In order to address both these issues discussed above, algo-
rithms for modern big data analysis must be computationally
fast, memory efficient, as well as robust to corruption and
missing data.
A. Related works
When dealing with robust subspace recovery, here we first
categorize how outliers contaminate the data matrix. For a ma-
trix M , Figure 1 demonstrates two kinds of outlier corruption
model: column corruption and element-wise corruption. For
column corruption model in Figure 1(a), some columns of the
data matrix M are seriously corrupted by outliers while other
columns are kept from corruption, say inliers; for element-
wise corruption model in Figure 1(b), outliers are distributed
across the matrix. In this paper, we are interested in how to
efficiently recover the low-rank subspace from an incomplete
data matrix corrupted by column outliers, outliers for short in
this paper.
For column corruption, [9] presents an outlier pursuit algo-
rithm, and their supporting theory states that as long as the
fraction of corrupted points is small enough, their algorithm
will recover the low-rank subspace as well as identify which
columns are outliers. Like [9], the work of [10] supposes
that a constant fraction of the observations (rows or columns)
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Fig. 1. Outlier corruption model. (a) is corrupted by column outliers; (b) is
corrupted by element-wise outliers.
are outliers. In [10] the authors provide an algorithm for
Robust PCA and give very strong guarantees in terms of the
breakdown point of the estimator [6]. The REAPER algorithm
proposed in [11] and the GMS algorithm proposed in [12] are
both Robust PCA via convex relaxation of absolute subspace
deviation.
For element-wise corruption, the work of [17] provided
breakthrough theory for decomposing a matrix into a sum of
a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix; it defined a notion of
rank-sparsity incoherence under which the problem is well-
posed. The authors in [18] provide very similar guarantees,
with high probability for particular random models: the ran-
dom orthogonal model for the low-rank matrix and a Bernoulli
model for the sparse matrix. The work of [19] is slightly
more general in the sense that it proves results about matrix
decompositions that are the sum of a low-rank matrix and a
matrix with complementary structure, of which sparsity is only
one example. In [20], the authors again follow a similar story
as [17], providing guarantees for the low rank + sparse model
for deterministic sparsity patterns.
Recently, several online/stochastic robust subspace recovery
algorithms have been proposed. For missing data scenario,
the online algorithms proposed in [21] and its variant [22]
can efficiently identify the low-rank subspace from highly
incomplete observations and even the data stream is badly
conditioned; a powerful parallel stochastic gradient algorithm
has been proposed in [23] to complete a very large matrix;
for outliers corruption, robust online/stochastic algorithms
have been developed in [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]
for element-wise corruption cases and [31] [32] for column
corruption cases respectively.
For robust subspace clustering, a median K-flat algorithm
proposed in [33] is a robust extension to classical K-subspaces
method by incorporating the `1 norm into the loss function.
Local best fit (LBF) and spectral LBF (SLBF) proposed
in [34] and [35] tackle the robust K-subspaces problem by
selecting a set of local best fit flats which are seeded from
large enough candidate flats by minimizing a global `1 error
measure. Furthermore, [36] provides theoretical support for
such `p minimization based robust K-subspaces approaches.
For convex approaches of robust subspace clustering, [37]
presents a low-rank representation approach (LRR) which
extends the robust PCA model and their method is guaranteed
to produce exactly recovery. On the other hand, a sparse
representation based method [38] also has a strong theoretical
guarantee, which extends the sparse subspace clustering (SSC)
[39].
B. Contributions
The contributions of this paper are threefold.
• Firstly, we cast the batch mode matrix L2,1 norm min-
imization with rank constraint for robust subspace re-
covery into the stochastic optimization framework con-
strained on the Grassmannian which makes the algorithm
can scale very well to very big matrices.
• Secondly, we propose a novel adaptive step-size rule
which adaptively determines the constant step-size. With
the proposed step-size rule, our approach demonstrates
empirical linear convergence rate which is much faster
than the classic diminishing step-size for SGD methods.
• Thirdly, with proper initialization by incorporating com-
binatorial K-subspaces selection we extend the proposed
adaptive SGD approach to handle the challenging robust
subspace clustering problem. Real world Hopkins 155
dataset and numerical subspace clustering simulation
show the excellent performance of the simple K-subspace
extension which can compete with the state of the arts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we reformulate the batch mode matrix L2,1 norm minimization
with rank constraint for robust subspace recovery as the
stochastic optimization problem. In Section III, we present the
adaptive stochastic gradient algorithm in detail, which we refer
to as GASG21 (Grassmannian Adaptive Stochastic Gradient
for L2,1 norm minimization), and discuss the critical parts of
implementation. In Section IV, we take a simple K-subspaces
extension of GASG21, K-GASG21, to tackle robust subspace
clustering problem. In Section V, we compare GASG21 and
K-GASG21 with several other subspace learning and clus-
tering algorithms via extensive numerical experiments and
real-world face data and Hopkins 155 trajectories clustering
experiments. Section VI concludes our work and gives some
discussion on future directions.
II. MODEL OF ROBUST SUBSPACE RECOVERY
We denote the d-dimensional subspace of Rn as S. In
applications of interest we have d  n. Let the columns
of an n × d matrix U be orthonormal and span S . The
set of all subspaces of Rn of fixed dimension d is called
the Grassmannian denoted by G(d, n). For an n ×m matrix
X , let (x1, x2, ..., xm) be the columns of X , the L2,1 norm
is defined as ‖X‖2,1 =
∑m
j=1 ‖xj‖2 which is a sum of
Euclidean norm of columns. We also define L1,1 norm as
‖X‖1,1 =
∑m
j=1
∑n
i=1 |xij | which is a sum of absolute
value of all elements, and define matrix nuclear norm as
‖X‖∗ =
∑min{m,n}
j=1 σj which is a sum of singular values
of the matrix.
A. Spherizing the data matrix to `2 ball
For a matrix X consisting of inliers and column outliers,
denoted by X = [x1, x2, ..., xni ; o1, o2, ..., ono ], we assume
that the inlier xj is generated as follows:
xj = Uwj + ξj (1)
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Fig. 2. Spherization in robust subspace recovery. The data matrix X ∈ R3
is composed of 75% inliers lying on a rank-2 subspace and 25% outliers. (a)
is the spatial distribution of inliers (in red) and outliers (in black). The blue
squares are the inliers projected on the initial estimated subspace. (b) clearly
shows that the rank-2 subspace is a pretty circle along the `2 ball. Here the
red circle is the ground truth inlier subspace and the blue circle is the initial
estimated subspace. (c) demonstrates the robust subspace recovery result after
one pass cycling around the data matrix. (d) is the final result.
where wj is the d× 1 weight vector, and ξj is the n× 1 zero-
mean Gaussian white noise vector with small variance. If xj
is outlier, it is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian noise vector
with arbitrary large variance xj ∼ N (0, σ2).
Though it would be difficult to directly pursuing the low-
rank subspace due to the large variance of outliers, it has
been pointed out that normalizing the data matrix into the
`2 ball is a simple but powerful method for addressing this
challenge [11]. Identifying the low-rank subspace of inliers
from the normalized data matrix is essentially equivalent to
our original problem. Once the data matrix is spherized, it
can be obviously observed that the outliers are constrained on
the surface of the `2 ball and the rank-d subspace only has
d degree of freedom (DoF) along the `2 sphere. Figure 2 (a)
and (b) illustrate that the inliers lying on the rank-2 subspace
are transformed into a pretty circle along the `2 ball and the
outliers are distributed on the sphere. The blue squares also
clearly demonstrate the initial estimated subspace which are
another circle in Figure 2 (b). Our aim is to rotate the blue
circle (the estimated subspace) to approach the red inlier circle
(the ground truth subspace) as demonstrated in Figure 2 (c)
and (d).
B. L2,1 norm minimization with rank constraint
Suppose the data matrix has been normalized to the `2 ball,
to tackle column outliers corruption, one direct approach is to
consider a matrix decomposition problem (2):
min
L,S
rank(L) + λ‖S‖2,0, s.t. X = L+ S (2)
where ‖S‖2,0 = Card({‖s1‖2, ‖s2‖2, ...‖sm‖2}) counts the
number of nonzero columns in matrix S. That is, the matrix
X can be decomposed into a low-rank matrix L and a column
sparse matrix S. However, this optimization problem is not
directly tractable: both rank and ‖ · ‖2,0 norm are nonconvex
and combinatorial. By exploiting convex relaxation, an outlier
pursuit model has been proposed in [40]:
min
L,S
‖L‖∗ + λ‖S‖2,1, s.t. X = L+ S (3)
which can guarantee to recover the low-rank subspace and
identify which columns are outliers, as long as the fraction of
corrupted points is small enough.
However, due to the nuclear norm is not decomposable, the
outlier pursuit model (3) can not be easily extended to handle
the big data scenario. Here we take an alternative matrix
factorization approach with rank constraint. Specifically, since
the objective in the outlier pursuit model (3) is to minimize the
sum of nuclear norm and L2,1 norm which aims to promote
low-rank and column sparsity, we consider to factorize the
low-rank matrix L = UW and minimize the L2,1 norm of
matrix S = X − L = X − UW with rank constraint of L by
constraining U on the Grassmann manifold:
min
U,W
‖X − UW‖2,1 =
m∑
j=1
‖xj − Uwj‖2 (4)
s.t. U ∈ G(d, n)
where the orthonormal columns of U span S and U is
constrained to the Grassmannian G(d, n).
In order to optimize U , we can take an alternating approach:
fix U then calculate W ; fix W and then update U . As the
objective in Equation (4) is summable, it is easy to derive its
gradient with respect to U and the best U can be optimized
by classic conjugate gradient methods. However, for big data
optimization, computing and storing the full gradient of a very
large matrix at each iteration is infeasible [14]. Here we turn
to solve the L2,1 norm minimization with rank constraint by
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) on the Grassmannian.
C. Reformulation by stochastic optimization
For a single data point xj and considering the incomplete
information scenario, Ωj is the observed indices of an incom-
plete data, we introduce the loss function F as follows:
F(U ; j) = min
w
‖xΩj − UΩjw‖2 (5)
We then rewrite Equation (4) as
min
U,W
F (U) =
m∑
j=1
F(U ; j) =
m∑
j=1
‖xΩj − UΩjw‖2
(6)
s.t. U ∈ G(d, n)
Then instead of computing the full gradient of Equation (4)
to update the column orthonormal matrix U , we uniformly at
random choose the data point xj and compute OF , the gradi-
ent of the loss function F(U ; j), to update U incrementally.
In the theory of stochastic optimization, the random data point
selection results in an unbiased gradient estimation [14].
4III. ROBUST SUBSPACE RECOVERY BY ADAPTIVE
STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT ON THE
GRASSMANNIAN
A. Stochastic gradient descent on the Grassmannian
1) Stochastic gradient derivation : For a single vector
xj , we know that w∗ = arg minw ‖xj − Uw‖2 and w∗ =
arg minw ‖xj − Uw‖22 is essentially the same least square
optimization problem. Then for the loss function (5), the
best fit weight vector w∗ is its least squares solution: w∗ =
(UTΩjUΩj )
−1UTΩjxΩj .
From Equation (2.70) in [41], the gradient OF can be
determined from the derivative of F with respect to the
components of U . Let χΩj is defined to be the |Ωj | columns
of an n× n identity matrix corresponding to those indices in
Ωj ; that is, this matrix zero-pads a vector in R|Ωj | to be length
n with zeros on the complement of Ωj . The derivative of the
loss function F with respect to the components of U is as
follows:
dF
dU
= − r‖r‖2w
∗T = −ew∗T ; . (7)
Here we denote the subspace fit residue as r|Ωj = xΩj −
UΩjw
∗, r|ΩCj = 0, e is the normalized residual vector. Then
gradient is
OF = (I − UUT )dF
dU
= −(I − UUT )ew∗T = −ew∗T (8)
The final equality follows because the normalized residual
vector e is orthogonal to all of the columns of U .
2) Subspace update: It is easy to verify that OF is rank
one since e is a n× 1 vector and w∗ is a d× 1 weight vector.
The derivation of geodesic gradient step is similar to GROUSE
[21] and GRASTA [27].
Following Equation (2.65) in [41], a gradient step of length
η in the direction −OF is given by
U(η) = U +
(
(cos(ησ)− 1) Uw
∗
‖w∗‖2
+ sin(ησ)e)
w∗T
‖w∗‖2 . (9)
here the sole non-zero singular value is σ = ‖e‖2‖w∗‖2 =
‖w∗‖2.
We summarize our stochastic gradient method for L2,1 norm
minimization constrained on Grassmannian as Algorithm 1.
B. Adaptive step-size rules
For SGD methods, if step-size ηj is generated by ηj =
C
1+µj
where µj = j and C is the predefined constant step-size
scale, it is obvious that the step-size satisfies limj→∞ ηj =
0 and
∑∞
j=1 ηj = ∞. It is the classic diminishing step-size
rule which has been proven to guarantee convergence to a
stationary point [42] [43]. However, this unfortunately leads
to sublinear slow convergence rate.
As it is pointed out in [44] that a constant step-size ηj at
each iteration will quickly lead the SGD method to reduce
Algorithm 1 GASG21
Require: An initial n×d orthonormal matrix U0. A sequence
of vectors xj mixed by inliers and outliers, each observed in
entries Ωj . An initial constant step-size η0
Return: The estimated subspace Uj at iteration J .
1: for j = 0, . . . , J do
2: Normalizing data vector: x¯Ωj = xΩj/‖xΩj‖2
3: Estimate weights: w∗ = argminw ‖x¯Ωj − UΩjw‖2
4: Compute the gradient OF :
r|Ωj = x¯Ωj − UΩjw∗, r|ΩCj = 0
OF = − r‖r‖2w∗j
T
5: Update constant step-size ηj according to Alg. 2.
6: Update subspace:
Uj+1 = Uj +
(
(cos(ηjσ)− 1)Uj w
∗
j
‖w∗j ‖2
+ sin(ηjσ)
r
‖r‖2
)
w∗j
T
‖w∗j ‖2 , where σ = ‖w
∗
j ‖2
7: end for
its initial error, and inspired by the adaptive SGD work [45]
and [46], here we propose to use a modified adaptive step-size
rule to produce a proper constant step-size ηj that empirically
achieves linear rate of convergence. Our modified adaptive
SGD method incorporates the level idea into the step-size
update rule. Essentially, the modified adaptive SGD is to
perform different constant step-size ηj at different level. Lower
level means large constant step-size and higher level means
small constant step-size.
Our step-size rule will update three main parameters: µj ,
`j , and ηj . We update µj according to the inner product of
two consecutive gradients 〈OFj−1,OFj〉 as follows:
µj = max {µj−1 + sigmoid(−〈OFj−1,OFj〉), µmin} (10)
where the sigmoid function is defined as:
sigmoid(x) = Fmin +
Fmax − Fmin
1− (Fmax/fmin)e−x/ω (11)
with sigmoid(0) = 0, Fmax > 0, Fmin < 0, and ω > 0.
Fmax and Fmin are chosen to control how much µt grows or
shrinks; and ω controls the shape of the sigmoid function. In
this paper we always set Fmax = 0.5, Fmin = −1, and ω =
0.1. By incorporating the level idea, we only let µt change in
(µmin, µmax), where µmin and µmax are prescribed constants,
and here we always set µmin = 0. For well-conditional data
matrix the range of (µmin, µmax) is small; for ill-conditional
data matrix the range of (µmin, µmax) should be large.
Once µj calculated by Equation (10) is larger than µmax,
we increase the level variable `j by 1 and set µj = µ0, µ0 =
µmin+µmax
2 . If µj ≤ µmin, we decrease `j by 1 and also set
µj = µ0.
Then finally the constant step-size ηt is as follows:
ηj = η02
−`j (12)
Combining these ideas together, we state our new adaptive
step-size rule as Algorithm 2.
5Algorithm 2 Adaptive Step-size Update
Require: Previous gradient OFj−1 at iteration j − 1, current
gradient OFj at iteration j. Previous step-size variable µj−1.
Previous level variable `j−1. Initial constant step-size η0.
Adaptive step-size parameters Fmax, Fmin, µmax, µmin.
Return: Current constant step-size ηj , step-size variable µj ,
and level variable `j .
1: Update µj :
µj = max {µj−1 + sigmoid(−〈OFj−1,OFj〉), µmin}
where sigmoid function is defined as Equation (11).
2: if µj ≥ µmax then
3: Increase level: `j = `j−1 + 1 and µj = µ0
4: else if µj ≤ µmin then
5: Decrease level: `j = `j−1 − 1 and µj = µ0
6: else
7: Keep at the current level: `j = `j−1
8: end if
9: Update the constant step-size: ηj = η02−`j
C. Discussions
1) Complexity and memory usage: Each subspace update
step in GASG21 needs only simple linear algebraic computa-
tions. The total computational cost of each step of Algorithm 1
is O(|Ω|d2 + nd2), where |Ω| is the number of samples per
vector used, d is the dimension of the subspace, and n is
the ambient dimension. Specifically, computing the weights in
Step 3 of Algorithm 1 costs at most O(|Ω|d2) flops; computing
the gradient OF needs simple matrix-vector multiplication
which costs O(|Ω|d+ nd) flops; producing the adaptive step-
size costs O(nd2) flops; and the final update step also costs
O(nd2) flops.
Throughout the process, GASG21 only needs O(nd) mem-
ory elements to maintain the estimated low-rank orthonormal
basis Ûj , O(n) elements for e, O(d) elements for w∗, and
O(n+ d) for the previous step gradient OFj−1 in memory.
This analysis decidedly shows that GASG21 is both com-
putation and memory efficient.
2) Relationship with GROUSE and GRASTA: GASG21 is
closely related to GROUSE [21] and GRASTA [27]. For
GROUSE, the gradient of the `2 loss function is OFgrouse =
−2rwT = −2‖r‖ewT . Then actually the gradient direction
of GASG21 and GROUSE is the same. The main difference
between the two algorithms is their step-size rules. It has been
proved that with constant step-size GROUSE converges locally
at linear rate [47]. However, GROUSE doesn’t discriminate
between inliers and outliers. This leads us to rethink that
GASG21 is essentially a weighted version of GROUSE. We
leave this problem for future investigation.
For GRASTA, it actually minimizes the element-wise matrix
L1,1 norm. So GRASTA is well suited for element-wise
outliers corruption as it is demonstrated in Figure 1 (b). Indeed
GRASTA can still work for column outlier corruption in some
scenario, but it would cost much time on ADMM for each
vector [26]. Here GASG21 only needs a simple least square
estimation for each vector which reduce the computational
complexity of each subspace update from O(|Ω|d3 +Kd|Ω|+
nd2) to O(|Ω|d2 + nd2).
IV. ALGORITHM FOR ROBUST K-SUBSPACES RECOVERY
In this section, we show that the proposed adaptive SGD
algorithm can be easily extended to robustly recover K-
subspaces. For the K-subspaces scenario [48], [49], we assume
the observed data vectors are lying on or near a union of
subspaces [5] where the number of total subspaces K is known
as a prior.
A. Model of robust K-subspaces recovery
For robust K-subspace recovery, as we discussed in Sec-
tion II-A, the data matrix should also be spherized into `2
ball to mitigate outlier corruption. Our extension follows the
work of incremental K-subspaces with missing data [50] where
the authors establish the low bound of how much information
to justify which subspace should an incomplete data vector
belong to. Then based on the theory [50] the GROUSE
algorithm [21] can be extended to identify K-subspaces if the
candidate subspaces are linearly independent. When the data
contain column outliers which follow Figure 1 (b) model, a
simple outlier detection - outlier removal approach may apply,
however it will be problematic when the outliers dominate the
data distribution because the large amount of outliers would
lead to incorrect subspace assignment then the following
subspace update would not converge.
Due to the robust characteristic of the proposed GASG21,
we can expect that even if some outliers are assigned incor-
rectly into a subspace, GASG21 can still robustly find the true
subspace. Formally, given a matrix X consisting of inliers and
column outliers, where the inliers are fallen into K-subspaces,
in order to cluster the data vectors of the matrix X into K-
subspaces, we extend the L2,1 robust subspace model (4) to
the robust K-subspaces model (13). Here we also consider the
missing data scenario.
min
{Ui,wj ,αij}
m∑
j=1
K∑
i=1
αij‖xΩj − U iΩjwj‖2 (13)
where
αij =
{
1 if i = arg min
i=1,...,K
‖xΩj − U iΩjwj‖2
0 else
We note here that the model (13) follows the subspace
assignment - subspace update two stage paradigm in which
αij indicates which subspace a data vector should be assigned
to. Then essentially (13) minimizes the column-wise `1 energy
by assigning each column to its proper subspace, which is an
extension of the classic matrix L2,1 norm minimization. This
kind of robust K-subspaces model has been used and discussed
in several recent works [33]–[35].
B. Stochastic algorithm for robust K-subspace recovery
It is well-known that the model (13) is a non-convex opti-
mization problem, then directly minimizing the cost function
(13) by gradient descent will only lead to local minima,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of how the best K-subspaces are initialized. (a) The seeded
Q = 10× 2 candidate subspaces (in blue) by probabilistic farthest insertion;
(b) the selected best 2 subspaces (in blue) which are closest to the inliers (in
red) and will be used for further K-subspaces refinement by SGD. The dark
markers are outliers which are randomly distributed on the surface of the `2
ball.
especially for random initialization of the K-subspaces [5].
Instead of simply making several restarts to look for the global
optimal, here we borrow the idea of [34], [35] to initialize the
best candidate subspaces, and then refine the K-subspaces by
our adaptive SGD approach.
Specifically, we use probabilistic farthest insertion [51] to
generate Q candidate subspaces which best fit the nearest
neighbours of the Q sampled data vectors respectively, where
Q  K. In the case of missing data, we simply zero-
fill the unobserved entries in each vector [50]. To make a
good initialization of the robust K-subspaces algorithm, we
should select the best K subspaces from the Q candidates
which score the lowest loss value of model (13). However
the problem is difficult to solve as it is combinatorial. We
exploit the greedy selection algorithm proposed in [34], [35]
to approximate the best K-subspaces. Though the elaborated
initialization are not the final optimal K-subspaces, they are
always good enough to cluster the data vectors and lead
the final refinement process to global convergence with high
probability. Figure 3 illustrates how the best 2-subspaces are
initialized. In Figure 3 (a) the 10× 2 candidate subspaces (in
blue) are generated by probabilistic farthest insertion and in
Figure 3 (b) it is demonstrated that the selected 2-subspaces
are well approximated to the inlier 2-subspaces (in red).
Due to the presence of outliers the initialized K-subspaces
are not optimal. Once we obtain the good initialization, we
can easily refine the K-subspaces by our proposed adaptive
SGD approach. Simply for each data vector xΩ, we assign it
to its nearest subspace U iˆ,
iˆ = arg min
i=1,...,K
‖xΩ − U iΩw‖2 (14)
and then update U iˆ according to the adaptive SGD method dis-
cussed in Section III-A. Though outliers would be inevitably
misassigned to some candidate subspaces, the robust nature of
our algorithm would guarantee the K-subspaces to converge
to the optimal. Essentially, for the refinement process, we just
perform GASG21 for each candidate subspace respectively
by the subspace assignment - subspace update paradigm. We
conclude this section by listing our robust K-subspace recovery
approach, denoted as K-GASG21, in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Robust K-Subspaces Recovery (K-GASG21)
Input: A collection of vectors X = {xΩj , j = 1, ...,m}, and
the observed indices Ωj . An integer number of subspaces K
and dimensions di, i = 1, ...,K. An integer number Q( Q
K) of candidate subspaces. A maximum number of iterations,
maxIter.
Output: The estimated K-Subspace spanned by {U i}Ki=1 and
a partition of X into K disjoint clusters {Xi}Ki=1
1: Collect the vectors in a matrix X , zero-fill the missing
entries, and normalize the matrix X to `2 ball; then
generate Q candidate subspaces which best fit the nearest
neighbours of the Q sampled data vectors by probabilistic
farthest insertion.
2: Select the best K-subspaces {U i}Ki=1 from the Q candi-
dates by the greedy selection algorithm [34], [35].
3: for iter = 0, . . . ,maxIter do
4: Select a vector xΩ at random
5: For each {U i}Ki=1, Extract U iΩ from U i: U iΩ = χTΩU i.
6: Assign xΩ to the nearest subspace U iˆ
iˆ = arg min
i=1,...,K
‖xΩ − U iΩw‖2
7: Solve the above `2 projection and record the best fit
weights w∗ for the nearest subspace U iˆ,
8: Compute the gradient OF w.r.t. U iˆ :
r|Ω = xΩ − U iˆΩw∗, r|ΩCj = 0, OF = − r‖r‖2w∗
T
9: Compute the constant step-size η according to Alg. 2.
10: Update subspace U iˆ:
U iˆ = U iˆ +
(
(cos(ησ)− 1)U iˆ w∗‖w∗‖
− sin(ησ) r‖r‖2
)
w∗T
‖w∗‖ , where σ = ‖w∗‖2
11: end for
12: Assign each xΩj to the nearest subspace to get the final
clusters {Xi}Ki=1.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the performance of GASG21 and its
extension K-GASG21, we conduct both synthetic numerical
simulations and real world datasets to investigate the conver-
gence in difference scenarios. In all the following experiments,
we use Matlab R2010b on a Macbook Pro laptop with 2.3GHz
Intel Core i5 CPU and 8 GB RAM. To improve the perfor-
mance, we implement GASG21 and the greedy `1 selection
for the critical initialization of K-GASG21 in C++ via the
well-known linear algebra library Armadillo [52] 1 and make
them as MEX-files to be integrated into Matlab environment.
A. Numerical experiments on robust subspace recovery
We generate the synthetic data matrix by X = LΣRT ,
where L is an n × d random matrix and R is an m × d
random matrix both with i.i.d. Gaussian entries, and Σ is a
d× d diagonal matrix which controls the conditional number
of X . We randomly select p columns and replace them
1Here we use Armadillo of version 4.450.3 downloaded from http://arma.
sourceforge.net/download.html
7with an n × p random matrix as outliers. In the following
numerical experimental plots, we always use the principal
angle θ between the simulated true subspace U0 and the
recovered subspace Uˆ to evaluate convergence.
1) Convergence comparison with GROUSE and GRASTA:
Because of the close relationship between GASG21,
GROUSE, and GRASTA, we want to examine the convergence
behaviour of these algorithms for large matrices corrupted by
column outliers. Besides, in order to show the fast convergence
rate of the GASG21 compared with the classic diminishing
step-size of SGD, we also consider the diminishing step-size
version of GASG21 denoted as GASG21-DM.
Firstly we generate two rank d = 10, 2000× 2000 matrices
with different conditional numbers. One is a well-conditional
matrix with singular values in the range of [9000, 10000] and
the other is a matrix with singular values in the range of
[2000, 10000]. The outlier fraction is set to 65% and we only
reveal 70% of the matrices for those algorithms. For GASG21,
we set µmax = 15; for GROUSE we use the constant step-
size which has been proved to locally converge in linear rate
for clean matrices [47]; for GRASTA we also exploit our
proposed adaptive step-size method and denote it as GRASTA-
ML. It can be seen from Figure 4 that GASG21 converges
linearly for both matrices. However, GASG21-DM converges
sublinearly due to the diminishing step-size. Though basically
GROUSE takes step along the same gradient direction on the
Grassmannian as GASG21, GROUSE can not converge to
the true subspace in the presence of outliers. It is because
that large fraction of outliers will always lead the wrong
update directions in which GROUSE treats them equally as
inliers. One possible approach to overcome outliers corruption
for GROUSE is to incorporate outlier detection and take
much smaller steps for outliers. However, it would complicate
GROUSE and the outlier threshold parameter would be hard
to tune for different scenarios. On the contrary, our GASG21
treats outliers and inliers in a unified way and choose the best
constant step-size adaptively. There is an interesting observa-
tion in Figure 4 that though GRASTA essentially minimizes
the matrix L1,1 norm, it does successfully recover the low-rank
subspace for well-conditional matrices corrupted by column
outliers as it is shown in Figure 4 (a). However, Figure 4 (b)
shows that GRASTA fails when the conditional number of the
matrices is slightly higher.
Secondly we generate d = 5, 2000 × 2000 matrices to
examine the recovery results of those SGD algorithms by
varying the percentage of outliers and sub-sampling ratios
respectively for a given 4000 iterations which equal to only
cycles around the matrices 2 rounds. In Figure 5 (a), we
observe 70% information of the matrices and vary the outlier
fraction from zero to 80%; and in Figure 5 (b), we fix the
percentage of outliers as 50% and vary the sub-sampling ratios
from 10% to 90%. It demonstrates clearly that GASG21 can
resist large fraction of outlier corruption even with highly
incomplete data. Moreover, in our C++ implementation, the
4000 iterations of GASG21 for thoses large matrices only cost
around 2 seconds much less than GRASTA which is around 8
seconds in C++ implementation. Detailed running time results
of GASG21 are reported in Figure 8.
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Fig. 4. Convergence comparison between GASG21, the classic diminishing
version of GASG21 denoted as GASG21-DM, GROUSE, and the adaptive
version of GRASTA denoted as GRASTA-ML. (a) is a well-conditional data
matrix with singular values in the range [9000, 10000]. (b) is a matrix with
singular values in the range [2000, 10000]. Here both matrices are rank d =
10, 2000× 2000 in size.
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Fig. 5. Performance evaluation for different percentage of outliers and
different sub-sampling ratios on the d = 5, 2000× 2000 matrices.
2) The effects of µmax: For our adaptive SGD approach
on the Grassmannian, the important parameter regarding the
convergence rate is µmax. As stated in Alg. 2 the parameter
µj only changes in the range of (µmin, µmax), then µmax
controls how quickly the algorithm will be adapted to a smaller
constant steps-size ηj . With a smaller µmax, GASG21 is very
likely to raise to a higher level, then it will quickly generate
smaller constant step sizes which will lead GASG21 converge
faster; in contrast, with a larger µmax, raising to a higher level
would cost more iterations which will lead GASG21 converge
slower. In Section III-B, we point out that µmax can be small
for a well-conditional data matrix to obtain faster convergence
but it must be large enough to guarantee convergence for a
moderate ill-conditional data matrix.
Here, we generate two matrices X1 and X2 with differ-
ent conditional number to examine how µmax effects the
convergence. We set the rank of both matrices as d = 10.
For matrix X1 we manually set the singular values between
[9000, 10000] then the conditional number is 1.11; for matrix
X2 we manually set the singular values between [1000, 10000]
then the conditional number is 10. For both matrices we
randomly place outliers on 65% columns and we only observe
70% entries of the matrices. We vary µmax from 10 to 50 and
run GASG21 for the two matrices. Figure 6 (a) shows that
for a well-conditional matrix X1 smaller µmax indeed lead to
faster convergence. However, Figure 6 (b) demonstrates that
for a moderate ill-conditional matrix X2, µmax should be large
because with large µmax the SGD algorithm will take enough
iterations to reduce the initial error for each level `j with the
constant step-size ηj .
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Fig. 6. Demonstration of the effects of µmax on the convergence for
well-conditional and moderate ill-conditional data matrices. Figure (a) is the
convergence results for a well-conditional data matrix with singular values
in the range of [9000, 10000]. Figure (b) is the convergence results for
a moderate ill-conditional data matrix with singular values in the range of
[1000, 10000].
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Fig. 7. The running time of GASG21, Robust-MD, REAPER, and OP for
recovering the low-rank subspace with d = 5 from a 200× 200 matrix with
outlier corruption from zero to 80%.
3) Recovery comparison with the state of the arts: In the
final numerical experiments, we compare GASG21 with the
state of the arts algorithms of robust subspace recovery. Here
we consider three representative algorithms, two are batched
version - REAPER [11] and Outlier Pursuit (OP for short)
[40], and one is stochastic - Robust Online PCA (denoted as
Robust-MD in accordance with the reference) [32] which is
based on REAPER formulation. In comparison with these state
of the arts, we want to show how fast our GASG21 is for large
matrices corrupted by large fraction of outliers.
Firstly, we only generate rank d = 5, small 200 × 200
matrices to evaluate all the four algorithms because OP and
Robust-MD are very sensitive to the ambient dimension,
and the current implementation of Robust-MD is not well
optimized. Besides, due to the sublinear convergence rate of
Robust-MD [32], we cannot expect Robust-MD to converge to
the true subspace with high precision. Then in the following
experiments, we will terminate all algorithms once the princi-
pal angle θ between the true subspace U0 and the recovered
subspace Uˆ satisfying θ ≤ 1×10−3. The percentage of outliers
is varied from zero to 80%. We set the non-zero singular values
in the range of [2000, 10000]. Figure 7 demonstrates that for
those small size matrices GASG21 takes no more than 0.1
seconds to reach the stopping criteria which is around 100
times faster than Robust-MD and OP whose running time is
around 10 seconds. Also, we point out that for the 80% outliers
case OP fails to recover the subspace after 500 iterations. The
running time of REAPER is competitive with GASG21 for
those small matrices.
Next, we compare GASG21 with REAPER on bigger ma-
trices. We examine the running time of both algorithms from
two aspects. One is the percentage of outlier and the other
is the ambient dimension of the low-rank subspace. As both
algorithms can converge to the true subspace precisely, in
the following experiments we will let the algorithms to run
until the principal angle θ ≤ 1 × 10−6. We generate rank
d = 5, 2000 × 2000 big matrices and vary the percentage
of outliers from zero to 80%. Again, the non-zero singular
values of the matrices are set in the range of [2000, 10000].
Figure 8 (a) shows that REAPER will cost more than 150
seconds for the 80% outlier corruption case because it need
to iterate more times on the big matrix and each iteration of
REAPER involves do SVD on the big matrix. However, on
the contrary, GASG21 only costs less than 10 seconds for
this case due to its simple linear algebra computation at each
iteration. In Figure 8 (b), we show how the ambient dimension
of the subspace effects the running time. Here the rank d = 5,
n × 2000 matrices are generated with 1000 inliers and 1000
outliers. The ambient dimension n is set from 100 to 2000.
Compared with the quickly growing running time of REAPER
for larger ambient dimension, GASG21 keeps at an extremely
low computational time. The running time is linear to the
ambient dimension n which is consistent with our complexity
analysis in Section III-C. We can expect that even for very
high-dimensional matrices GASG21 can recover the low-rank
subspace in a short time which will be problematic for the
SVD based methods.
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Fig. 8. Demonstration of the running time of GASG21 and REAPER for
different percentage of outliers and different ambient dimensions.
Finally we turn to the recent proposed stochastic approach
Robust-MD [32]. Though GASG21 is much more efficient
than Robust-MD, especially for big matrices, we observe that
Robust-MD works consistent well on ill-conditional matrices.
However, for GASG21, it can be shown from Figure 9 that
by increasing the conditional number of matrix it will cost
GASG21 to iterate more times to converge. The main reason
regarding the convergence issue for ill-conditional matrices is
that in our stochastic optimization on the Grassmannian we
do not make any use of the singular values of the matrix, as
it has been pointed out for GROUSE [22]. This enlightens
us to design a scaling version of our approach. We put this
endeavour for future work.
B. Robust subspace recovery for real face dataset
We consider a data set. Here images of individual faces
under different illuminating conditions serves as inliers, which
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Fig. 9. The convergence comparison between GASG21 and Robust-MD for
low-rank matrices with different conditional numbers. The matrices are rank
d = 5, size 100× 200 with 100 inliers and 100 outliers respectively. Figure
(a) is the results running on a matrix with conditional number cond = 1,
Figure (b) is cond = 8, and Figure (c) is cond = 15.
can fall on a low-dimensional subspace [4]. Outliers are
random natural images. In our data set, the inliers are chosen
from the Extended Yalo Facebase [53], in which there are 10
individual faces and each face 64 images. And the outliers
are chosen from BACKGROUND/Google folder of the Cal-
tech101 database [54].
We made a total of 10 groups of experiments. In each group,
we compose a data set containing 64 face images, which
are from the same individual, and 400 random images from
BACKGROUND as Figure 10 demonstrated. Each images
are gray and downsampled to 30 × 30 dimension. Here we
set d = 9, so we want to obtain a 9-dimensional subspace
through our experiments. We compare GASG21 with two
robust methods REAPER and OP, and one non-robust method
PCA. For REAPER and OP we set the maximum iteration as
50, and for GASG21 we set the max iteration as 5000 which
means GASG21 cycles around the dataset about 10 times.
(a) (b)
Fig. 10. Demonstration of our inlier/outlier face recovery experiments. Figure
(a) is the faces of one individual acted as inliers; (b) is the background pictures
acted as outliers.
In Figure 11, we visually compare GASG21 to REAPER.
We recover the inliers faces by projecting them to the learned
subspace, so clearer images indicate better performance of the
algorithm. From Figure 11, we can see that the robust methods
such as our GASG21, REAPER, and OP outperform the non-
robust PCA.
In Table I, we also quantitatively compare the performance
of the investigated algorithms through the residual term
Residualrel =
‖Facetrue − Facerecovery‖F
‖Facetrue‖F (15)
where the Facetrue is the original inlier face images, and
(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Face recovery . From left to right: the original face images, the
recovered images by PCA, the recovered images by GASG21, the recovered
images by REAPER, and the last column is OP. Each row represents one
individual face images and there are total 10 individuals. Figure (a) is the
recovery results of the first 5 groups; Figure (b) is the last 5 groups.
the Facerecovery is the recovered images by projecting inliers
to the learned subspace. Table I indicates that GASG21 is
superior to OP and is competent to REAPER. The boldface
indicates best recovery result. We also record the running
time of these algorithms in Table II. For all the experiments,
GASG21 only takes around 4 seconds, however REAPER
costs around 25 seconds.
TABLE I
The subspace recovery residual for GASG21, REAPER, OP, and PCA.
Face1 Face2 Face3 Face4 Face5
GASG21 0.1490 0.1671 0.1564 0.1663 0.1511
REAPER 0.1456 0.1429 0.1531 0.1477 0.1407
OP 0.1878 0.1864 0.1824 0.2063 0.1745
PCA 0.2223 0.2236 0.2134 0.2354 0.2116
Face6 Face7 Face8 Face9 Face10
GASG21 0.1676 0.1615 0.1745 0.1799 0.1674
REAPER 0.1616 0.1464 0.1755 0.1664 0.1567
OP 0.1875 0.2099 0.2311 0.2090 0.1723
PCA 0.2229 0.2401 0.2648 0.2406 0.1963
TABLE II
The running time of the face recovery experiments.
Face1 Face2 Face3 Face4 Face5
GASG21 4.04 4.01 4.02 4.03 4.01
REAPER 21.40 26.27 25.17 32.15 28.03
OP 36.85 38.71 36.71 38.95 37.90
PCA 0.33 0.42 0.42 0.70 0.43
Face6 Face7 Face8 Face9 Face10
GASG21 4.03 4.02 4.04 4.13 4.40
REAPER 26.42 28.28 26.99 25.78 28.357
OP 40.00 39.50 39.51 38.93 37.88
PCA 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.47
C. Experiments on robust k-subspaces recovery
In this subsection, we validate the robust and fast convergent
performance of our K-subspaces extension.
1) Numerical experiments: In order to examine the conver-
gent characteristic of K-GASG21, i.e. Algorithm 3, we make
the following numerical experiment. We randomly generate
K = 20 subspaces with rank d = 3 and ambient dimension
10
DIM = 100. The inliers Xk of each subspace is generated
by Xk = YL × Y TR in which YL and YR are two factors
with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. YL is DIM × d and YR is
Nin × d. Here we set Nin = 50 for each subspace then
totally we have 1000 inliers lying in the K = 20 subspaces.
We will insert different fraction of outliers into the dataset
in the following experiments. Moreover, as it is discussed in
Section IV-B that the parameter Q is important to select the
best initial K-subspaces, we will also vary Q, for example
Q = 2K,Q = 4K, ..., Q = 20K, to give an experimental
suggestion of selecting a good Q.
We first show the convergent plots of recovering the K = 20
subspaces with the presence of 50% outliers in Figure 12.
In this experiment, we are given an 100 × 2000 matrix in
which the inliers are generated as stated before. Here the 1000
column outliers are randomly inserted into the data matrix.
We randomly reveal 70% entries of the matrix. The parameter
Q is set to Q = 10 × K = 200 in this experiment. The
max iteration of the SGD part of Algorithm 3, say Step 3
to Step 11, is set to maxIter = 20 × 2000. We plot the
logged `2 projection residuals associated to one subspace in
Figure 12 (a) from which we can clearly see the convergent
trend despite outliers. In Figure 12 (b), we manually filter out
the outliers’ part from the logged residuals for each subspace.
Then we get a clear picture that all subspaces enjoy linear rate
of convergence. Moreover, Figure 12 (c) demonstrates that the
recovered K = 20 subspaces are approximating to the ground
truth subspaces with high precision. We note here that due
to the non-convex nature of model (13), the nice convergence
of all subspaces should be contributed to the best selected
initial K-subspaces via the important Step 1 and Step 2 in
Algorithm 3.
Next, we explore how the initialization of K-subspaces
affects the final recovered results. For Step 1, we search the
d + 3 nearest neighbours to construct the Q-subspaces by
probabilistic farthest insertion [51]. For Step 2, we will vary
Q to examine the final recovery and clustering performance.
The experimental settings are as same as before except Q
which is set to Q = 2K,Q = 4K, ..., Q = 20K. Table III
reports the average running time of Step 1, Step 2, and SGD
(Step 3 to Step 11) for different Q. The recovery accuracy
of K-subspaces is reported in the last three columns which
shows the average worst, median, and mean of the principal
angle θ between the true subspace U itrue (i = 1, ...,K) and
the recovered subspace U iapprox (i = 1, ...,K) respectively.
We take 5 runs for each setting. It can be seen from the first
row, Q = 2K, that at least half of subspaces are correctly
identified. The decrease in θmean means more and more
subspaces are recovered with more candidate subspaces. All
subspaces are correctly identified when we seed more than
Q = 10K candidates. Ideally, more candidate subspaces will
increase robustness, but on the other hand it would induce
more running time for initialization. In our simulation, for
50% outliers, Q = 10K is a good tradeoff between running
time and accuracy. Furthermore, if the data set is outlier free,
then simply Q = K will guarantee to have a good performance
[50], [55].
Third, we report the experimental relationship between the
TABLE III
The performance of K-subspaces recovery for different Q. The fraction of
outlier is 50% and the randomly selected 30% matrix entries are missing.
1st column is the choice of Q; 2nd, 3rd, and 4th columns record the
average running time (in seconds) of Step 1, Step 2, and SGD (Step 3 to
Step 11); the last three columns θworst, θmedian, and θmean record the
average worst, median, and mean of the principal angle θ between the true
subspace and the recovered subspace respectively.
Q T1 T2 TSGD θworst θmedian θmean
Q = 2K 0.79 0.29 8.27 1.17 2.42E-8 1.56E-1
Q = 4K 1.60 0.86 8.35 5.81E-1 8.53E-9 7.07E-2
Q = 6K 2.36 1.46 8.31 2.40E-1 6.15E-9 3.28E-2
Q = 8K 3.21 2.35 8.33 2.90E-1 4.57E-9 1.45E-2
Q = 10K 3.97 3.27 8.23 1.95E-7 6.36E-9 2.04E-8
Q = 12K 5.06 4.26 8.29 7.17E-8 5.61E-9 1.09E-8
Q = 14K 6.11 5.66 8.31 1.39E-7 5.74E-9 1.78E-8
Q = 16K 6.98 7.70 8.28 8.96E-8 4.51E-9 1.21E-8
Q = 18K 7.97 8.81 8.30 6.62E-8 4.22E-9 1.15E-8
Q = 20K 8.86 10.60 8.40 8.63E-8 5.36E-9 1.27E-8
fraction of outliers and the candidate subspaces Q in Table IV.
We vary the fraction of outliers ρo from gentle corruption 10%
to heavy corruption 70%. For each corruption scenario, we set
the number of candidate subspace Q = K, 2K, ..., 20K and
for each setting the max iteration of the SGD phase is set to
maxIter = 20 × 2000. In addition, for the heavy corruption
ratio ρo = 70%, we increase the maxIter to 40 × 2000 to
check its convergence when Q is set to Q = 20K. Table IV
shows the importance of selecting enough candidate subspaces
in the case of outlier corruption. Although Q = K can work
very well when the data is free of outlier [50], [55], we
must seed at least Q = 2K candidate subspaces to correctly
recover a union of subspaces when ρo = 10%. Moreover, large
fraction of outliers need more candidates, for example, when
ρo = 70%, more than Q = 20K candidates could guarantee
to obtain good recovery. We also need to take more iterations
for our SGD to converge to high precision.
TABLE IV
The experimental relationship between the fraction of outliers ρo and the
candidate subspaces Q. In these experiments, the randomly selected 30%
matrix entries are missing. We report the average worst and mean of the
principal angle θworst and θmean (in bracket). For the heavy corruption
ratio ρo = 70%, we in addition report maxIter = 40× 2000 in the last
row. Otherwise, the maxIter = 20× 2000.
ρo = 10% ρo = 30% ρo = 50% ρo = 70%
Q = K 2.86E-1 (6.61E-2) 1.17E+0 (1.98E-1) —– —–
Q = 2K 5.09E-5 (2.63E-6) 5.67E-1 (5.65E-2) 1.47E+0 (1.93E-1) —–
Q = 4K 1.29E-15 (8.39E-16) 2.69E-4 (1.35E-5) 2.88E-1 (4.21E-2) 1.47E+0 (4.00E-1)
Q = 6K —– 1.98E-12 (3.41E-13) 3.01E-1 (2.98E-2) 8.75E-1 (1.27E-1)
Q = 8K —– —– 1.06E-7 (1.43E-8) 6.42E-1 (1.02E-1)
Q = 10K —– —– 1.20E-7 (1.63E-8) 5.82E-1 (5.66E-2)
Q = 20K 1© —– —– —– 4.77E-3 (5.39E-4)
Q = 20K 2© —– —– —– 2.22E-5 (1.24E-6)
2) Experiments on Hopkins155 dataset: Finally, we vali-
date K-GASG21 on the well-known Hopkins 155 dataset [56]
of motion segmentation in which it consists of 155 video
sequences along with the coordinates of certain features ex-
tracted and tracked for each sequence in all its frames.2 It
has been well studied that under the affine camera model, all
the trajectories associated with a single rigid motion live in a
three dimensional affine subspace [5], [57]. Then a collection
2Hopkins 155 dataset is downloaded from http://www.vision.jhu.edu/data/
hopkins155/.
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Fig. 12. Demonstration of the convergence of the proposed robust K-subspace recovery approach. Given an 100× 2000 matrix in which 50% columns are
outliers and the inliers are generated by the union of subspaces with K = 20 and d = 3 for each subspace, we are aiming to recover the K = 20 subspaces
and cluster the data vectors into these subspaces respectively. In this simulation we only reveal 70% entries of the matrix. Figure (a) shows the logged `2
projection residuals associated to one subspace. Figure (b) filters out outliers from the the logged `2 projection residuals and thus it clearly shows the empirical
linear rate of convergence for all the 20 subspaces. Figure (c) is the plot of the subspace angles between all recovered subspace Uapprox (j = 1, ...,K) and
the ground truth subspace Utrue (i = 1, ...,K), in which the darkest square means the closest subspace angle.
of tracked trajectories of different rigid objects can be clustered
into the corresponding affine subspaces. In addition, a rank 3
affine subspace can be represented by a rank 4 linear subspace
and then in the following clustering experiments we set rank
d = 4 for all K-subspaces.
Because of the close relationship with the LBF (Local
Best-fit Flat) algorithm [34], [35]3, we here select LBF as
the baseline in our experiments and in the following all
experiments we set the parameters of baseline LBF as default.
Specifically, the number of candidates is set to Q = 70K.
We also report the clustering results of LRR [37]4. For our
K-GASG21, we still set the maxIter = 20× for each video
sequence and vary the candidate Q. We report the averaged
performance of five random experiments for each setting.
Here the clustering accuracy is measured by the well-known
segmentation errors with outliers excluded.
error% =
# of misclassified inliers
# of total of inliers
× 100% (16)
We first compare K-GASG21 with LBF and LRR on the
original outlier free Hopkins 155 dataset. Here we vary Q of
K-GASG21 from Q = K to Q = 70K. Table V demonstrates
that K-GASG21 only requires to seed slightly more candidate
subspaces, for example Q = 10K, from which the overall
performance is superior to the baseline LBF with Q = 70K
candidates. Because of the stochastic subspace learning phase
in K-GASG21, unlike LBF, if the candidates are selected
enough, sampling more candidates won’t lead to improving the
clustering performance. For example, Q = 70K is basically
comparable to Q = 10K and both are superior to LBF. Then
based on this observation we can safely choose a moderate
number of candidate subspaces to perform K-GASG21 for
subspace clustering. Though LRR achieves overall better seg-
mentation performance in this experiment, our approach is at
least 4× faster than these competitors and our memory request
is lowest.
To examine the capability of handling outlier corruption,
ρo = 30% outliers are manually inserted into the Hopkins
3 http://www.math.umn.edu/∼lerman/lbf/.
4 https://sites.google.com/site/guangcanliu/.
155 dataset. Outliers are generated as Gaussian random vectors
with large variance. Here we only compare K-GASG21 with
LBF. Table VI shows that even without additional candidate
subspaces, say Q = K, K-GASG21 still performs better than
LBF which selects the best K subspaces from Q = 70K
and even Q = 200K large number of candidates. In this
experiment, we observe that the best results are attained when
we set Q = 5K and Q = 10K. If we want to sample more
candidate subspaces, it is interesting to note that the clustering
accuracy can even deteriorate a little, which is not aligned with
our simulation results. We observe that this issue also occurs in
LBF. It is probably because some trajectories of the Hopkins
155 dataset are not well conditioned and some subspaces are
dependent. We will investigate this issue in future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a stochastic gradient descent
algorithm to robustly recover low-rank subspace by adaptive
Grassmannian optimization. Our stochastic approach is both
computational and memory efficiency which permits it to
tackle robust subspace recovery for big data. By incorporating
the proposed adaptive step-size rule our approach empirically
exhibits linear convergence rate. We also demonstrate that this
efficient algorithm can be easily extended to cluster a large
number of corrupted data vectors into a union of subspaces
with proper initialization.
Though this work presents an approach and its extension for
robust subspace recovery and clustering more computationally
efficient than state of the arts, a foremost remaining problem is
how to extend the proposed method to ill-conditional matrices.
As the numerical comparison with Robust-MD shows that our
approach can only tolerate moderate ill-conditional matrices,
we are very interested in developing a scaling version of the
algorithm by taking into account singular values. The recent
works of both batch [58] [59] and online [22] completion for
ill-conditional matrices shed light on this direction.
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TABLE V
Motion segmentation performance for original outlier-free Hopkins 155 dataset.
2-motion Checker Traffic Articulated All Timemean median mean median mean median mean median
K-GASG21 (Q=K) 6.33 2.15 0.91 0.00 5.39 0.00 4.88 0.86 63.18
K-GASG21 (Q=5K) 3.07 0.28 0.50 0.00 2.78 0.00 2.39 0.00 68.66
K-GASG21 (Q=10K) 3.22 0.00 0.50 0.00 2.01 0.00 2.42 0.00 76.21
K-GASG21 (Q=20K) 2.85 0.00 0.31 0.00 2.58 0.00 2.19 0.00 92.27
K-GASG21 (Q=40K) 2.07 0.00 0.67 0.00 3.04 0.00 1.82 0.00 121.88
K-GASG21 (Q=70K) 2.18 0.00 0.64 0.00 2.92 0.00 1.87 0.00 180.41
Baseline-LBF (Q=70K) 3.71 0.00 6.86 1.48 4.87 1.53 4.62 0.05 442.17
LBF (Q=200K) 4.13 0.00 8.71 0.82 5.08 1.53 5.37 0.00 816.30
LRR 1.50 0.00 0.52 0.00 2.25 0.00 1.33 0.00 457.93
3-motion Checker Traffic Articulated Allmean median mean median mean median mean median
K-GASG21 (Q=K) 13.72 10.23 5.23 5.18 19.36 19.36 11.94 9.64 -
K-GASG21 (Q=5K) 6.77 2.42 0.99 0.00 11.91 11.91 5.60 1.78 -
K-GASG21 (Q=10K) 7.30 2.06 0.69 0.00 10.43 10.43 5.16 1.21 -
K-GASG21 (Q=20K) 6.00 2.29 0.33 0.00 10.00 10.00 4.82 1.63 -
K-GASG21 (Q=40K) 5.45 1.86 1.72 0.00 8.94 8.94 4.70 0.92 -
K-GASG21 (Q=70K) 6.06 1.63 1.91 0.00 8.51 8.51 5.18 1.47 -
Baseline-LBF (Q=70K) 9.95 1.91 12.88 12.99 48.94 48.94 11.44 2.85 -
LBF (Q=200K) 9.19 1.81 17.04 15.61 47.23 47.23 12.07 2.25 -
LRR 2.57 0.11 1.58 0.00 8.51 8.51 2.51 0.00 -
TABLE VI
Motion segmentation performance for the corrupted Hopkins 155 dataset with ρo = 30%.
2-motion Checker Traffic Articulated All Timemean median mean median mean median mean median
K-GASG21 (Q=K) 10.55 8.54 3.70 0.99 7.09 1.49 8.49 5.82 83.15
K-GASG21 (Q=5K) 7.54 5.78 3.03 0.00 7.58 0.00 6.42 2.98 88.30
K-GASG21 (Q=10K) 8.21 6.91 3.95 0.00 7.23 0.00 7.04 1.36 101.58
K-GASG21 (Q=20K) 10.05 7.29 3.44 0.09 6.66 0.00 8.05 2.46 124.10
Baseline-LBF (Q=70K) 13.20 12.44 6.07 0.27 7.02 0.00 10.80 7.68 452.88
LBF (Q=200K) 12.64 11.17 6.86 0.87 10.43 1.02 10.97 7.81 970.91
3-motion Checker Traffic Articulated Allmean median mean median mean median mean median
K-GASG21 (Q=K) 17.95 15.51 9.30 5.86 27.23 27.23 16.24 14.96 -
K-GASG21 (Q=5K) 14.92 15.33 7.24 2.22 25.74 25.74 13.47 12.24 -
K-GASG21 (Q=10K) 15.77 16.62 4.46 0.25 35.74 35.74 13.76 13.67 -
K-GASG21 (Q=20K) 17.68 19.67 7.60 2.15 20.64 20.64 15.46 17.82 -
Baseline-LBF (Q=70K) 24.12 22.83 14.79 8.97 25.96 25.96 22.04 21.56 -
LBF (Q=200K) 25.91 26.51 14.07 13.76 37.66 37.66 23.54 22.93 -
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